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From Punk Rock
to Green Spirituality
A personal journey

STEPhEN WoLLaSToN (aka Santoshan)

The four of us in the original line-up came 
from different musical backgrounds that 
often complemented each other. This made 
for productive bursts of creativity where one 
member’s input led to another’s, but could also 
spark argumentative clashes if one of us couldn’t 
grasp an idea as working. Yet in spite of our 
tempers flaring occasionally and some battles of 
ego, we were mature enough to try suggestions 
and would go with an idea if it sounded better. 
Like many groups, the whole somehow made 
up for more than the sum of its parts.

I had previously worked with the 
eccentric bohemian singer, poet and 
artist, Lady June, in a band called 
Elysium. The original drummer, who 
I’d known since secondary school, 
and guitarist of The Wasps came 

from the pub rock circuit. The Wasps’ singer and lyricist, 
Jesse Lynn-Dean, had focused on solo singing and writing. 
We all had working class roots, were close in age and had 
similar humour that helped us bond and were a bit gang-
like, as punks and bands can be. This gave us a sense of 
identity, reason for being, and a way of rebelling, expressing 
creatively feelings of angst, alienation and discontent, our 
shadow selves, against class prejudice, middle-class values 
and the materialism of the time. 

Like many artists, we didn’t comfortably fit in with the 
accepted norms of society. This didn’t mean we were idle. 
People who have never had the experience of working in 
a gigging band probably won’t realise the unglamorous 
graft involved. For example, working round the clock in 
recording studios, travelling up and down the country in 
a small clapped-out van in all weathers through congested 
traffic, lugging tons of weighty equipment about, sleeping 
late and getting up early to do a regular job (if semi-pro, as 
we were for most of the time). It was no surprise that our 
drummer had once collapsed from physical exhaustion and 
sometimes more than just strong coffee was needed to help 
fulfil a heavy schedule. Occasionally the fingers I used to 
pluck the bass would split and bleed during a number while 

A 

fter a significant mystical exper-
   ience and exposure to Yogic 
   meditation and teachings in my 
late teens, much to friends’ surprise I became 
a member of one of London’s first punk rock 
bands, The Wasps, and helped to pioneer 
punk at a time when it was unpopular. The 
band played at venues such as The Marquee, 
Camden Town Music Machine, Covent 
Garden Roxy, Chislehurst Caves and the BBC 
(for the John Peel show). Most venues drew a 
different mix of people, from unemployed 
workers to middle-class students and 
young white-collar staff, looking to 
experience a vibrant live act in an intimate 
setting. In recent years the internet has also 
kept an interest in the band alive.

I remained The Wasps’ 
principal electric bass 
guitarist for three years, 
and played on what have 
become two classic anthems and collectable singles of the 
early punk era: Teenage Treats and Can’t Wait ’til ’78 (released 
from the Live at the Vortex album). For ethical reasons and a 
growing awareness I also became a vegetarian and, because of a 
recent mild health problem, was able to keep more strictly to a 
vegetarian diet then than I am able to do now. 

Punk, creativity and expressing the shadow

The Wasps formed at the start of ’76 just as punk was surfacing 
as a small underground movement. Punk, as mentioned, 
wasn’t so popular then. But the four of us that formed the 
band saw it as having something to offer, as being relevant 
for the time and having fresh energy. The music industry 
had generally lost its way. On the whole the charts were full 
of superficial numbers and more competent popular rock 
groups had become self-indulgent, playing long numbers 
to crowds who no longer danced, but instead sat down. 
Punk emerged as a response to this. Originally there were 
no punk records to listen to. If you wanted to hear it, you 
had to find a gig where a few early groups played it live. 
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Top, taken in 1977 by the rock 
photographer, Gered Mankowitz. 
Left, playing at The Roxy in 1977.

Right, vinyl LP released in 2011. 
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in the wildness of punk. I didn’t fully understand how this 
was so at the time, but nonetheless profoundly felt it. 

I later became a professional graphic designer, studied 
world religions, education and some aspects of psychology 
at university, co-wrote books with two close friends from 
different traditions, found people of like-minds in GreenSpirit 
with whom I could safely share abilities, intimate thoughts, 
feelings and concerns about life and read progressive thinkers 
such as Thomas Berry, Sri Aurobindo and Matthew Fox. 
Through such avenues, along with periods spent in places of 
natural beauty, I have begun to see how creativity is written into 
the universe, into Nature, into the ways they are continually 
unfolding, how we are integral facets of this activity and can 
become co-creators with the creative powers of the cosmos. 
Since seeing spirituality this way, I’ve realised that we are all 
parts of one family from one original creative divine source 
and therefore share an individual and collective responsibility 
for all life, including the welfare of Mother Earth.

For me, what could be seen as a punk spirituality, or at least a 
highly radical one, is a spirituality that is prepared to challenge 
dumbed-down teachings – particularly when movements 
cease to encourage active compassionate engagement and 
become too inward-looking, comfortable and rigid in their 
beliefs – and questions the status quo and outdated teachings 
that are no longer pertinent to our age. I’m thinking here in 
particular of antiquated gay and gender beliefs that have 
side-tracked Christianity and taken its focus away from what 
is important, such as unity in diversity, global warming, 
wars, famine, injustice, poverty and the mass destruction 
of thousands of species every day! Why don’t we see more 
righteous anger in action for wholesome ways forward?

I find it interesting that ideas of going with the flow are at times 
promoted, which can be beneficial if taken to mean living at one 
with ourselves, others and the natural world – to “be present to 
the planet in a mutually beneficial manner”, as Thomas Berry 
advocated. But can also be seen as damaging if interpreted as 
accepting the unacceptable and doing nothing with our gifts to 
bring about healthy changes in the world. Our actions can of 
course be small but significant, such as making ethical choices 
in how we travel, what we buy and choose to eat (less dead 
animals hopefully). We can also petition, demonstrate and 

spread Earth centred awareness 
in our local communities. In spite 
of realising living a contemporary 
and challenging spirituality will 
inevitably rock the boat, since my 
punk years I’ve increasingly tried 
to help promote and support 
green/creation centred wisdom 
where I can, with the skills and 
knowledge I have to offer.

playing at a gig and I’d work through the discomfort until 
we’d finished playing a song. I’d then have to wrap strong 
insulating tape around them for the rest of the set.

Occasionally I’m asked how I was able to come to terms 
with what some see as two conflicting areas: punk rock and 
spirituality. I had after all been involved in what is seen as 
an aggressive style of music that often has lyrics advocating 
violence. It is a fair point. At Shrewsbury, for instance, the 
local casualty department had an influx of people with minor 
injuries from scuffles that broke out at a Wasps concert and 
led to us being banned from playing at the Civic Centre again. 

Such violence obviously concerned both me and the 
other group members and we subsequently took time off 
the road and concentrated on new material that had less 
of an anarchic message and consciously toned-down our 
punk image. Contrary to what some might think, none 
of us would have condoned physical violence. What we 
hadn’t foreseen through the naivety of youth was that a 
few audience members would use the music as an excuse 
to take things too literally. Though the majority of our 
concerts were in fact peaceful and drew people together 
from various social backgrounds (my girlfriend back then 
was from a middle-class family, for instance). 

Punk, to us, was a creative force and didn’t imply inflicting 
harm. We also respected musicians from other fields such as 
the dub scene, which was another underground movement 
at that time, and got DJs at our concerts to play records 
in the genre. We were even asked to support the African 
band, Third World, three times and got on well with them 
– more than some punk bands who saw us as rivals. I’m 
pleased to say we never got involved in those games. We 
were confident in our material and style of playing so didn’t 
feel threatened by other acts.

Reflecting back and what was to follow

While writing this article I was asked by a student who 
knew about my involvement in punk, what music I 
listened to these days. He was particularly taken-aback 
when I mentioned composers such as Bach, Arvo Pärt, 
Messiaen, Magnus Lindberg and Webern and was even 
more surprised when I pointed out that when I was heavily 
involved in playing various styles of rock I listened to 
different categories of music then as well.

We are of course more than the psychological stereotypes 
that others may seek to impose on us and possess numerous 
facets to our being. I’ve since met at least one Anglican priest 
and heard about other men and women of the cloth who 
claimed to be fans of punk rock. There’s even a book on Zen 
that includes it in its subtitle (Hardcore Zen by Brad Warner, 
Wisdom 2005). Creativity has taken on many forms in my life 
and is a core facet of my spirituality – even when expressed 

Stephen (right) with Ian Mowll 
on a Creation Spirituality 
workshop in Kent. Organised 
by Stephen in 2010.
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Note: Since writing this article at the editor’s request, 
Stephen has released a collection of articles that includes 
this one and uses it for the title of the book – see next page 
for details.



Selection of articles by 
GreenSpirit designer, writer and editor, 
interfaith minister, and 70s punk rock bass 
guitarist of The Wasps. 

Circle with trees representing the Earth and Nature. An ‘A’ inside a circle is a popular symbol for anarchy that has often been used in punk rock graphics.

Body, Mind and Spirit

PART ONE: GREEN WISDOM
1. From Punk Rock to Green Spirituality
2. Caring for Our Sacred Earth
3. Walking a Razor’s Edge
4. Awakening to Creative Life
5. Celebrating Our Interconnectedness with Nature

PART TWO: TRADITIONS
6. A Postmodern and Age-old Wisdom of the Heart
7. Expanding Our Circle of Awareness
8. Yogas of Action
9. Sex and Earth-Centred Spirituality in Hindu Traditions
10. Islamic Environmentalism
11. Christian Beginnings and Mystical Experiences

Note: 
This page was not 
a part of the Winter 
2013 magazine and 
has been added to 
give details about 
the book based on 
the title of the article, 
which is also included 
in the book.

available from amazon and Smashwords.com




